FASTR MC Covid Guidelines
Mile Marker 4 Jan 16-17th 2021

Communication with members
Communication starting 5 days out, there will be a Facebook post to explain what is needed from each
participant and their family and friends. Participants will be encouraged to complete all required forms
prior to racing. This will help ensure that less contact will happen during the registration process.
Communication will also be followed up by email, Facebook, and posts on www.amraracing.com
Note to Racers, Family and Support Crew
This event is hosted on public land and permission can be revoked at anytime for failing to adhere to this
Covid mitigation strategy. If you are coming to this event you are expected to follow the guidelines
below, regardless of your personal stance. Please come to the race with all of your documents
completed, update your AMA and AMRA memberships online before coming to the event. At
registration and rider’s meeting you will be required to wear a mask, covering your nose and mouth.
Failure to do so could result in a DQ. No refunds will be issued for riders DQed or asked to leave for
failure to comply with any element of this Covid Mitigation Strategy.
Masks, Hygiene, Porta Potties
Masks will be worn anytime anyone leaves their camp site. Porta potties will be rented and placed in
strategic spots with hand washing/sanitizing stations.
FASTR will purchase up to 1000 masks and hand sanitizer to be handed out at MM4 entry and
registration.
Enhanced sanitation will be performed every 2 hours in the porta potties. Using a fogging disinfectant.

Entry to Event
This event will be closed to the public. Only participants, family and friends will be allowed. All others
will be kindly asked to leave.
Participants, family and friends will sign a waiver of liability at temporary location set up by FASTR. This
location will be manned by a member of Fast’r MC from 6am to Dark starting Friday afternoon at 3:00
PM. At this point more information will be given to guest where to camp, and park with social distancing
in mind.
Those manning this location will use clean pens, have hand sanitizer available, wear masks and be
vigilant in keeping interaction with people at a minimum.
Masks and hand sanitizer will be available to everyone entering the race staging area.
Camping
All campers will be asked to be parked at least 20’ or more from other camp sites.

A FASTR member will work as camp host to help direct campers to maintain sufficient space between
each camp site.

Race Registration
FASTR/AMRA will have on line pre-registration open from Dec 31th thru Jan 15th; participants will be
encouraged to pre-register via a post-race $10.00 additional entry fee.
On site race registration will be set up outside with EZ UP’s. Workers will wear masks. Participants will
be asked to social distance while in line and wear masks. Those in line will have visual aids to help them
understand where they should be standing, to keep a 6-foot distance.
Tables will be used to distance registration workers and race participants. Clean pens will be used, and
dirty pens will be clearly marked as such. A hand sanitation station will be set up in front of registration.
Participants will be asked to sanitize hands before entering registration area. Because participants will
be encouraged to complete registration forms online, minimal interactions will take place during race
registration. Registration hours will be extended to help minimize the congregating of people. If at time
comes where a large amount of people is gathering in line, those in line will be asked to leave and return
at a later time.
Race
At the starting line all racers will be asked to social distance by at least 6 feet from each other. Only 1
person will be allowed to the start line to assist race if needed.
Racing pits will be separated by 10’. Only one pit person, per racer will be allowed in the pits. It will be
highly encouraged for racers to combine pit help, in order to keep people in the pits to a minimum.
Those in the race pits will need to have a mask on, if they are unable to social distance.
At the conclusion of each race participants will kindly asked to head home.

Emergency
As a requirement from our insurance FASTR will have an ambulance and ACLCS on site Saturday and
Sunday. Provided by AMR Ambulance Services.
Race Spectating
All family and friends attending the event will be asked to social distance from each other while
spectating. A FASTR member will be assigned to patrolling the area looking for any congregation of
people and ask to separate. Those who cannot social distance will be asked to wear a mask.
Social distancing and wear your mask reminder signs will be added in all high congregated areas.
Registration, ridge top spectating area, pits, etc.

